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[57] ABSTRACT
A system for locating lightning strikes by developing
the coordinates of a pair of lines, each of which is pro-
duced at a reference sensing station At each station
there are a pair of directional antennas which produce
analog signals responsive to a lightning stroke These
analog signals are fed to a pair of integrators which in-
tegrate the signals for a predetermined period of time
so as to produce the X and Y co-ordinate of a particu-
lar line The analog signals are also fed through a
square rooter, a Schmitt trigger circuit, and flip-flops to
produce pulses for starting and stopping the integra-
tors The system at the remote station is similar to that
at the central station and is tied to the circuitry at the
central station through logic circuits to minimize the
chance of error from spurious signals Computers,
printers, and plotters are utilized to plot the exact loca-
tion of the lightning stroke
5 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures
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LIGHTNING TRACKING SYSTEM rectional antennas of the second pair of directional an-
This invention described herein was made by em- tennas for recieving and integrating the analog signals
ployees of the United States Government, and may be from the second pair of directional antennas for devel-
manufactured and used by or for The Government for oping an X, and Y, co-ordinate of another line, (7) a
Governmental purposes without the payment of any 5 second means for combining the second pair of analog
royalties thereon or therefor signals to produce a second composite cycling signal,
This invention relates to a system for locating light- (8) a second pulse producing means coupled between
ning strokes, and more particularly to a system which the second means for combining the second analog sig-
locates the lightning strokes by producing the co- nal and the second pair of integrators for receiving the
ordmates of at least a pair of lines which indicate the 10 second composite signal and generating a second pair
location of the stroke of lightning at the intersection of of time-delayed pulses which are utilized for enabling
the lines and disenabling the second pair of integrators, (9)
On Nov 14, 1969, the Apollo XII Saturn rocket car- means coupled between the second pulse producing
rymg astronauts, Charles Conrad, Jr , Richard F Gor- means and the first pair of integrators for holding the
don, Jr , and Allen L Beam was struck by a bolt of IS first pair of integrators in an enable integrating state for
lightning blacking out communication during those a predetermined duration responsive to the second pair
critical seconds just after lift-off. This event occurred, of time-delayed pulses and, (10) a logic circuit pro-
although no lightning had been observed in the imme- vided for insuring that the signals are received at the
diate area during the 6 hours prededing the launch. central or reference station prior to the signals being
This episode emphasized the potential hazards of light- 20 received at the remote station
ning to astronatus, launch crew personnel and equip- Thus, the first pair of integrators produce signals m-
ment during launch operations dicating the Xt and Y, co-ordinates of a line and the
One problem inherrent in systems developed hereto- second pair of integrators produces signals indicating
fore is that they may be activated by spurious signals the X2 and Yz co-ordinates of a second line and the in-
producing false information as to the location of light- 25 tersection of the first and second line indicates the lo-
ning strokes One of the primary purposes of the sub- cation of the lightning strike.
ject invention is to locate lightning strokes by pamng- Accordingly, it is an important object of the present
up the appropriate signals appearing at different sites invention to provide a system for sensing and locating
One way of accomplishing this is designing the circuitry lightning
so that the signal detected at the remote station must 30 Another important object of the present invention is
occur within approximately 100 microseconds of the to provide a system for sensing and determining the lo-
signal received at the primary station. This particular cation of lightning strikes which rejects spurious sig-
delay of 100 microseconds has been determined math- nals
ematically for a remote station which is approximately Another important object of the present invention is
seven and one-half miles from the central station Any 35 to provide a system for sensing and locating lightning
spurious signals being received outside of this period of strikes which utilizes the signal produced by the light-
time would be rejected by the system Another advan- ning strike for synchronizing various components in the
tage of the subject system is that it utilizes the signals system, such as integrators which integrate the signals
generated by the lightning for synchronizing the opera- to produce the X and Y components of the lines
tion of the integrators utilized therein 40 Other objects and advantages of this invention will
In accordance with the present invention it has been become more apparent from a reading of the following
found that difficulties encountered in locating lightning detailed description and appended claims taken in con-
strokes may be overcome by providing a novel light- junction with the accompanying drawings wherein,
ning sensing system This system, when used for mom- FIG 1 is a diagrammatic view showing the system
toring lightning strokes includes the following basic constructed in accordance with the present invention
parts (1) A first pair of directional antenna means po- sensing and plotting the location of a lightning strike,
sitioned at right-angles to each other located at a first and
sensing or central station for generating a first pair of FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating the analyz-
analog signals responsive to a lightning stroke, (2) a ing portion of the system which produces the X and Y
second pair of directional antenna means positioned at co-ordinates of lines used to identify the location of a
right-angles to each other located at a second remote lightning strike.
sensing station for generating a second pair of analog Referring in more detail to FIG. 1 of the drawings,
signals responsive to the lightning stroke, (3) a first there is illustrated a pair of antenna systems 10 and 12,
means for combining the first pair of analog signals to „ respectively The antenna system 10 is located at a re-
produce a first RMS composite cycling signal, (4) each mote station and includes a pair of directional antennas
of the integrators of the first pair of integrators being 14 and 16 which are crossed at right-angles to each
connected to one of the directional antennas of the first other and oriented to the four points of the compass,
pair of directional antennas for recieving and integral- The loop antennas 14 and 16 are used to abstract elec-
ing the analog signals from the first pair of directional ,. tromagnetic energy from the sfenc in the very low fre-
antennas for developing an X and a Y co-ordinate of a quency portion of the frequency spectrum of the light-
line, (5 ) a first pulse producing means coupled between ning strike. The directional pattern of the loop anten-
the first means for combining the first pair of analog nas 14 and 16 is proportional to the cosine of 6, where
signals and the first pair of integrators for receiving the 0 is the angle which describes the direction of travel of
first composite signal and generating a pair of time-
 65 the wave with respect to the plane of the loop The an-
delayed pulses which are utilized for enabling and dis- tenna system 12 which is located at the control center
enabling the first pair of integrators, (6) a second pair is identical to that of 10 and includes the loop antennas
of integrators, each being connected to one of the di- 14 and 16. The signals received by the two antenna sys-
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terns 10 and 12 are fed through an analyzing system 18 line which is used to define the exact location of-the
which is shown in more detail in FIG 2, which pro- lightning strike when plotted to produce an intersect
duces positive or negative X and Y signals (X,, Y, and with another line whose Xt and Y, components are pro-
X i, Y,) that are obtained from each of the two sfenc duced by the antenna system 10 located at the remote
sites 10 and 12, respectively Since the base line dis- 5 station
tance between the two sfenc sites is known, the locat- The purpose of the AND gate 60 between the flip-
mg of the lightning stroke can be computed by a com- flops 36 and 58 and the OR gate 62 is to clean up the
puter 20 using the following relationships trailing edge of the signals produced by the flip-flops 58
Y — if Y V M I Y Y —Y v\ and 36 so as to minimize the chance of spunous signals
X -(K Xt Yt)l(Xt YI - X, Yt) ]Q effectmg the operat,0n of the integrators
Y = (K Xt Y,)/(Xt y, - Xt X,) The signals at the remote station 10 developed by the
Where X and Y are the co-ordinate distances, respec- I'ghtnmg stroke are detected by the antennas 14 and
lively, from sfenc sites No 12 and K is the distance be- 16«and are fed though a pair of remote controlled am-
tween the two sferic sites The computer may be uti- Plifiers 70 md 72 whlch are <** for the appropnate am-
lized to feed the co-ordinate information to various 15 plication for transmission, and then fed into a fre-
pieces of equipment, such as a cathode ray display 1uency multiplexer and transmitter 74 and 76 to be
tube, an X and Y plotter, storage equipment, etc Nor- transmittee back to the central station over a video
mally, after the location of the lightning stroke has cable 78 to a Palr of frequency discriminators 80 and
been computed by the computer 20 such is automati- 82> whlch return Ae FM '"formation back to the ana-
cally plotted on a cathode ray tube 22 and an XY plot- 20 Io8 s'8nals M and 86'
ter 24. The second pair of analog signals 84 and 86 are am-
Refemng in more detail to FIG 2 of the drawings, Pllfled by variable gam amplifiers 88 and 90 and fed
there is disclosed in detail the analyzing system, gener- lnto a S1uare rooter 92 which generates an mstanta-
ally designated by the reference character 18. The an- neous composite RMS signal 94. The RMS signal is fed
tennas illustrated at site No 12 are located closely ad- 25 mto a Schmitt tngger 96 which generates a pair of
jacent the analyzing system 18, whereas, the antennas Pulses identical to those generated by the Schmitt tng-
14 and 16 illustrated at the site 10 are located at a re- ger 28- These control pulses are fed into AND gates 98
mote site, which in one particular application, is seven and 10° along wlth an outPut Pulse beln8 received from
and one-half miles from the analyzing system The an- flip-flop 36 on output terminal 40 thereof The AND
tennas 14 and 16 will detect a lightning stnke and gen- 30 ga*es 98 and 100 insure that a control signal is gener-
erate analog signals having a directional characteristic ated by flip-flop 36 from the same lightning stroke
It is noted that the antennas 14 and 16 are at right- within 100 microseconds of the signal received from
angles to each other The analog signals are fed through the remote antenna system 10. The output of the AND
variable gain amplifiers 20 and 22 into a square rooter gates 98 and 100 are fed into five second delay flip-
24. The square rooter combines the first pair of analog 35 fops 1«2 and 104, respectively The purpose of the five
signals to produce a composite instantaneous RMS cy- second holding signal on the output of flip-flops 102
cling signal 26. The output of the square rooter is fed and 104 is to supply a signal through leads 106 and 108,
into a Schmitt trigger circuit 28 which generates a pulse respectively, to OR gates 62 and 64 of the system pro-
on its output 30 at the leading edge 32 of the RMS sig- cessmg the signals from the local site 12. This holding
nal and produces another positive pulse on its other signal flows through leads 106 and 108, OR gate 62, to
output terminal 30a at the trailing edge 34 of the RMS the control inputs 68 and 70 of the integrators 54 and
signals. Connected to the output terminal 30 of the 56 to hold the DC output of the integrators for a dura-
Schmitt trigger circuit 22 is a long delay flip-flop 36 tion of five seconds This is to allow the computer suffi-
which has a pair of output terminals 38 and 40, respec- cient time to command a scanner 19 to scan the out-
lively. The purpose of generating pulses 42 and 42a on puts of the integrating circuits
the output terminals 30 and 30a, respectively, of the The output of flip-flop 104 is also fed through ampli-
Schmitt trigger circuit 28 is to provide control pulses fiers 110 and 111 to control inputs 114 and 116 of inte-
for starting and stopping integrators 44 and 46, respec- grators 118 and 120, respectively, to start the integra-
tively. As previously mentioned, the first control pulse
 5Q tors integrating. It is noted that the analog signals being
42 causes flip-flop 36 to change states generating a fed through amplifiers 88 and 90 are fed directly to a
pulse which is fed through an OR gate 48, an mvertor respective integrators 118 and 120 as shown in the
50, amplifiers 52 to control terminals 54 and 56 of inte- drawings The other output of flip-flop 102 is fed
grators 46 and 44, respectively These signals enable through an mvertor 122, a pair of amplifiers 124 and
the integrators to begin integrating. It is noted that the
 55 126 to control input 128 and 130, respectively, of the
analog signal being produced by the anenna 14 at the integrators 118 and 120 to stop the integration after the
site 12 after passing through the amplifier 20 is fed di- five second time-delay
rectly to the integrator 44 via leads labeled A, A' for The computer start command 20a is taken at the out-
integration The leads labeled A, A', B, B', C, C' and put of AND gate 98 for causing the computer to start
D, D' indicate that the leads are continuous between
 6Q the scanner 19 (see FIG. 1) scanning the output termi-
common characters The other control pulse 42A on nals of the integrators 44, 46,118 and 120. The output
the output terminal 30a of the Schmitt trigger is fed signals on the integrators 44 and 46 represent the X,
through a long-delay flip-flop 58 and AND gate 60, or and Y, co-ordinates of one line, whereas, the output
OR gate 62, an mvertor 64, amplifiers 66 to control signals from integrators 118 and 120 represent the X2
input terminals 68 and 70, respectively, of the Integra-
 65 and Y2 components of another line These signals are
tors 44 and 46 for stopping the integrator. The Integra- processed through a conventional computer 20 fed into
tors 44 and 46, in turn, produce a DC signal on its out- a conventional cathode ray tube 22 and plotter 24 to
puts corresponding to the X, and Y, components of a plot the lines, such as illustrated in FIG 1. The tnver-
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section of the two lines represent the location of the
lightning stroke
If a more accurate system is desired, several lines
could be created similar to the two created by the an-
tenna systems 10 and 12 so that the intersection of the 5
lines would be more definitely defined The additional
processing circuitry for the other sites would be tied
into the logic circuitry associated with site 12 in the
same manner as the logic circuitry of remote site 10 is
tied therein 10
While a preferred embodiment of the invention has
been described using specific terms, such description is
for illustrative purposes only, and it is to be understood
that changes and variations may be made without de-
parting from the spirit or scope of the following claims is
We claim.
1. A system for locating lightning strikes by develop-
ing the coordinates of a pair of lines, each of which is
produced at a sensing station so that the intersection of
said pair of lines indicate the location of said lightning 20
strike comprising
A a first pair of directional antenna means posi-
tioned at a right angle to each other located at a
first sensing station for generating a first pair of an-
alog signals responsive to a lightning strike, 25
B a second pair of directional antenna means posi-
tioned at right angles to each other located at a sec-
ond remote sensing station for generating a second
pair of analog signals responsive to a lightning
strike, 30
C first means for combining said first pair of analog
signals to produce a first composite cycling signal,
D a first pair of integrators each being connected to
one of said directional antennas of said first pair of
directional antennas for receiving and integrating 35
said analog signals from said first pair of directional
antennas for developing an X and a Y coordinate
of a line,
E a first pulse producing means coupled between
said first means for combining said first pair of ana- 40
log signals and said first pair of integrators for re-
ceiving said first composite signal and generating a
first pair of time-delayed pulses, one of said first
pair of pulses enabling said first pair of integrators
and the other disenabling said first pair of integra- 45
tors,
F a second pair of integrators each being connected
to one of said directional antennas of said second
pair of directional antennas for receiving and inte-
grating said analog signals from said second pair of so
directional antennas for developing an X and a Y
coordinate of a line,
G second means for combining said second pair of
analog signals to produce a second composite cy-
cling signal, and 55
H a second pulse producing means coupled between
said second means for combining said second ana-
log signals and said second pair of integrators for
receiving said second composite signal and gener-
ating a second pair of time-delayed pulses, one of
said second pair of pulses enabling said second pair
of integrators and the other pulse disenabling said
second pair of integrators,
whereby said first pair of integrators produce signals
indicating the X and Y co-ordinates of a first line
and said second pair of integrators produce signals
indicating the X and Y co-ordinates of a second
line and the intersection of said first and second
lines indicates the location of said lightning strike
2. The system as set forth in claim 1 further compris-
ing:
A. means coupled between said second pulse produc-
ing means and said first pair of integrators for hold-
ing said first pair of integrators in an enabled inte-
grating state for a predetermined duration respon-
sive to said second pair of time delayed pulses
3. The system as set forth in claim 1 further compris-
ing
A a pair of AND gates each having at least a pair of
input terminals and an output terminal,
B one of said input terminals of each of said AND
gates being coupled to said second pulse producing
means,
C the other of said input terminals of each of said
AND gates being coupled to said first pulse pro-
ducing means, and
D said output terminals of said AND gates being
coupled to said second pair of integrators so that
said second pair of integrators are not enabled un-
less both said first and second pairs of directional
antennas are generating analog signals responsive
to a lightning strike.
4. The system as set forth in claim 1, wherein said
first pulse producing means includes
A A schmitt trigger circuit having an input terminal
coupled to the output of said means for combining
said first pair of analog signals,
B said Schmitt trigger circuit having a pair of output
terminals and,
C a flip-flop coupled to each of said output terminals
of said Schmitt trigger circuit for generating time-
delayed signals responsive to said composite signal
5. The system as set forth in claim 1, wherein first
means for combining said first pair of analog signals in-
cludes-
A a square rooter having a pair of input terminals
and an output terminal, and
B. means for coupling said first pair of analog signals
to said input terminals of said square rooter for
producing an instantaneous composite RMS signal
on said output terminal of said square rooter
* * * * *
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